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TRAUBE TONBACH SPA & RESORT



Air, Forest, Water. 
Beauty in its Element. 
The Traube Tonbach  
Spa & Resort.

WELCOME
At our Spa & Resort we represent a holistic treatment philosophy and have created 
for you the most valuable forces for effective care of beauty, health and balance.

Sustainable treatment concepts from the elements of local nature in symbiosis  
with internationally proven treatment rituals by experienced therapists. In the 
crystal-clear air of the Tonbach Valley, you will find ethereal hints of fir, pine, 
blossoms and herbs, which we pick up on in our sophisticated spa treatments. 
Botanical essences, traditional natural remedies such as Black Forest honey and the 
soft, mineral water from the hotel’s own Tonbach spring, which flows from all the 
taps in the hotel, nourish the skin and give new energy to body, mind and soul.

Each spa treatment is individually tailored to your wishes and needs by our 
experienced spa team and personally arranged for you in the form of high-quality, 
renowned care concepts from the most exclusive premium-class care lines.  
The interplay of highly concentrated active ingredient complexes, innovative 
equipment technology, the highest level of treatment expertise and a comfortable 
ambience produces unique skin results and a maximum of long-lasting recovery  
and relaxation.

During your spa stay, we serve you our fresh spring water from the in-house  
Buschbrunnen spring as well as individual spa teas made by Björn Deinert. 

Pure fresh energy.



DAY SPA 

We provide a spa tote with a bathrobe and slippers for use during your visit.

You can use our Day Spa services from Monday to Thursday, excluding holidays.
You are welcome to use our spa facilities from 9.00 am to 8.00 pm.

Day Spa Classic
Pool and sauna

PER DAY /  PERSON (FROM 16 YEARS)  €  59 ,00

PER DAY /  PERSON (UP  TO 15 YEARS)  €  39 ,00

Just Relax
Breakfast at Silberberg restaurant
Admission to and use of Spa & Resort
Scrub (50 mins)

PER DAY /  PERSON €  149,00

SPA PACKAGES 

Spa Day for Beginners
Black Forest scrub
BDR Fresh & Glow
Manicure with polish

160 MINS €  236,00

Spa for Men
Soap lather massage scrub
Relaxing body massage
BDR power dynamic facial treatment

170 MINS €  275,00

Caribbean Touch
„St Barth“ Softness
„St Barth“ Harmony
„St Barth“ Pureness

160 MINS €  315,00

„Klapperstorch“
Mukabhyanga signature massage
pedicure with polish
foot and leg massage

140 MINS €  241,00



BODY TREATMENTS 

Massages
The combination of touch and scent makes the aroma massage a special experience. 
While the natural oils from soy, almonds and jojoba pamper the skin and tension  
is released through the massage, the essential oils and the different scents influence 
the senses through the sense of smell. They can have a relaxing, calming or  
stimulating effect.

1. lime & mint (activating)
2. ylang ylang & lavender (Calming)

Relaxing Body Massage
Traditional Swedish massage improves the blood circulation,  
relaxes the muscles and indulges the nose and senses.

30 MINS €  69 ,00

50 MINS €  99 ,00

Deep Tissue Massage
Effective massage of tissue, specifically addressing problem zones and tenseness.

30 MINS €  79 ,00

50 MINS €  109,00

Luxury Detox Massage
A combination of a detoxifying, nourishing and remineralizing sea salt peel  
and a draining deep tissue massage.

90 MINS €  149,00

Foot Reflex Massage
Strengthens the back and the entire locomotor system. The treatment is designed 
to have a structural impact on the person as a whole, at both the physical and 
spiritual level, thereby strengthening self-healing powers and vitality.

50 MINS €  89 ,00

Buccal massage – the exceptional
During this intensive facial massage, the cheeks and the mouth cavity are in the 
focus of the treatment. The skin is massaged from the inside and outside along 
the cheeks and jaw, relaxing the muscles while at the same time strengthening the 
elasticity of the skin. Another positive side effect: Harmful grinding of teeth often 
disappears after the first treatment, as the tension in jaw is wonderfully relieved. 
And there it is: The fresh glow appears.

50 MINS €  99 ,00

Myofascial massage – making young again
The facial fascia massage involves massaging from the shoulders to the décolleté to 
the scalp. This is done through kneading, stretches and a gentle circular massage. 
This manual facelift revitalizes lymphatic flow and stimulates circulation, so that an 
immediate anti-aging effect is visible after the treatment.

50 MINS €  99 ,00

Aromatic Massage for Kids
Classic full body massage with massage cream „Chocolate dream“  
or „Peach dream“.
For kids from 4 to 14 years.

30 MINS €  55 ,00



S IGNATURE MASSAGES 

Black Forest Stone Massage
Deeply relaxing massage ritual with heated basalt stones. The precious essences of 
the care products are absorbed by the heat especially deep into the upper layer of 
the skin, muscle tissue and organism.

90 MINS €  159,00

Lomi Lomi Nui
This Hawaiian massage is a deep relaxing full body massage with oil. Lomi Lomi 
Nui is a mixture of ritual, massage, dance and body action. The aim of this massage 
is to regenerate and harmonise your body, mind and spirit.

90 MINS €  159,00

Abhyanga
The body massage inspired by Ayurveda, the version of eternal life.
After this body massage with loving hands and the finest warm sesame oil, you will 
feel reborn. Abhyanga awakens vitality, strength and regeneration of the whole body.

70 MINS €  139,00

Mukabhyanga
Worry, stress and fatigue often disguise our beauty. The face looks tired and weary. 
Our Mukabyanga is a facial massage that helps to relax and let go. It has a strong 
regenerating and rejuvenating effect on the skin. With exquisite oils your face, neck, 
arms and décolleté will be massaged.

50 MINS €  99 ,00



SCRUBS 

You can book elements such as scrubs, baths and packages individually,  
in combination with our massages or privately at our Spa Suite, where you can  
enjoy your own steam bath in an intimate and luxurious atmosphere. Scrubs 
prepare the skin to better absorb the active ingredients used in the masks and 
massages applied to the body.

Black Forest Scrub
Tailored to your skin, we put together a nourishing body scrub from sea salt,  
Black Forest honey and various refatting oils. Skin and organism are deacidified  
and promote a smoothed and radiant complexion.

40 MINS €  69 ,00

Soap Lather Massage Scrub
Enveloped in wonderfully soft soap foam, the skin receives a gentle, soothing  
massage peeling on the comfortably warm hamam couch. This scrub is enhanced  
by a horizontal shower, with extraordinary spray settings that create a truly 
invigorating experience of water for all the senses.

45 MINS €  79 ,00

BLACK FOREST  BATH CEREMONY

IN OUR SPA SU ITE

Enjoy glamorous bath and spa ceremonies in our own Black Forest spring water. 
After hiking, yoga, biking, skiing and playing golf – pure relaxation for body and 
mind. In winter it is a booster for your immune system and in summer a refreshing 
form of after-sun care. For your recovery after the bath, we offer champagne and  
a Black Forest delicacy.

Honey Vitamin Bath 
Refreshing and invigorating.
Genuine Black Forest honey and organic whey make this bath a perfect treat 
especially for dry skin.

60 MINS 1  PERSON €  130,00

60 MINS 2  PERSONS €  150,00

Care ritual
Enjoy the pleasant warmth of the steam bath and our RainSky shower. In addition, 
we will serve you a nourishing aloe vera peeling salt. Now you can relax in a private 
atmosphere, recharge your batteries and enjoy the beautiful nature with a view out 
of the window.

60 MINS 1  PERSON €  130,00

60 MINS 2  PERSONS €  150,00

Spa and Romance for Couples
Enjoy a romantic seductively scented bath, a pleasant massage and a facial  
treatment in our Spa Suite “Vertrauen”.
- Honey-whey bath 
- Aromatic massage with massage oils
- Spa luxury facial treatment

160 MINS FOR 2  PERSONS €  359,00



LUXURY BODY PACKAGES

ON THE FLOAT BED

A full-body wrap in the soft-pack bed promises maximum relaxation and well-
being. You lie almost weightless on a heated waterbed – a relief for joints and 
ligaments. These optimal conditions are intensified by highly effective care essences. 

Detox and Remineralising
Algae contain high-quality minerals, trace elements, vitamins and iodine.  
They are true multi-talents, they drain, purify, detoxify stimulate cell metabolism 
and provide a firmer and smoother skin appearance.

45 MINS €  65 ,00

Fango Classic
“Freiburger Vulkanit-Fango” mud is extracted from volcanic phonolite stone 
that dates back 16 million years. The natural fango mud mask has a warming and 
beneficial effect on the deep tissue and is one of the oldest treatment methods  
used today. It calms and relaxes the skin, boosts metabolic processes, stimulates  
the body’s immune system and relieves pain.

40 MINS €  59 ,00

Traube Tonbach Evening Primrose Oil Cream Pack
A valuable oil is extracted from the ripe seeds of the evening primrose, which 
not only contains the important amino acids, minerals and vitamins, but is above 
all rich in unsaturated fatty acids. The omega-3 fatty acids have a nurturing effect 
on the skin and have therefore been used for years for skin irritations and for 
the accompanying treatment of neurodermatitis. The pack pampers and soothes 
stressed skin and provides a luxurious care experience.

45 MINS €  65 ,00

For an even more in-depth effect we recommend a massage after each body package.



L IGNE ST  BARTH – 
BODY TREATMENTS

St Barth Softness
Relaxing scrub massage for gently, velvety and harmonious skin. Enzymes from 
fresh papaya and a special complex of sea sand removes danders. Pure coconut oil 
nurses and pampers the skin with important nutrients.

50 MINS €  95 ,00

St Barth Harmony
Enjoy a gentle, relaxing full body massage with intensive care products specifically 
tailored to your needs. Choose from pure, slightly warmed coconut oil to condition 
very dry skin, cold-pressed avocado oil to support the functioning of very delicate 
skin, or ivy gel and menthol oil to strengthen the tissue and layers of the skin.

70 MINS €  135,00

St Barth Sensation
This beneficial body mask provides the skin with an intense moisture boost while 
delighting the senses. Select your favourite scent: bourbon vanilla, delicate tiaré 
flowers or exotic lily. A creamy, silky mask is gently applied to your entire body, 
delivering intensive nutrients and lipids from the highest quality plant oils. Enjoy 
a scalp or foot massage while the mask is on the skin, followed by a wonderfully 
fragrant body massage after the treatment.

70 MINS €  125,00

St Barth Dream
Relaxing beauty bath with our own mixture of exotic oils and lotions such as 
coconut-vanilla, avocado-tiaré or coconut-lily. Enjoy a Caribbean experience of 
fragrance which takes care of your skin with minerals and vitamins.

60 MINS 1  PERSON €  130,00

60 MINS 2  PERSONS €  150,00

L IGNE ST  BARTH – 
FACIALS

St Barth Freshness
Experience an exceptionally relaxing and refreshing treatment of the face, neck 
and décolleté. The impact of high-quality skin care products with natural vitamins 
and minerals is enhanced by freshly prepared fruits. The skin takes on a visibly 
clear, smooth and fresh appearance. Choose from an additional back, scalp, foot or 
hand-arm massage.

80 MINS €  149,00

St Barth Pureness
Experience an exceptionally gentle treatment of the face, neck, décolleté and 
hands. The especially tranquil, pampering treatment will help you achieve deep 
relaxation. The high-quality botanical-based products with natural vitamins  
and minerals have an intensive cleansing effect, stimulating the skin’s natural 
functioning. The treatment is followed by a nourishing hand massage.

60 MINS €  119,00

Ligne St Barth Homme
The “Ligne St Barth homme” treatment relaxes the body with a special aromatic 
blend designed especially for men. Enjoy this extremely gentle treatment on your 
face, neck, chest, and the hands. The exclusive plant-based skin care products 
contain natural vitamins and minerals to clarify the skin and stimulate regeneration.

60 MINS €  119,00



FACIALS 

Each facial treatment is customised to address specific conditions and skin types. 
Our aim is to balance, optimise and regenerate your skin to achieve an improved 
skin texture. Our facials begin with a personal consultation and in-depth skin  
analysis. The premium skincare products we use for the treatments contain 
precious active ingredients.

BDR Treatments
Where the classic treatments reach their limits, the special treatments begin their 
effects. The aim of the treatments is to visibly improve the appearance of the skin 
and the tightened skin function. After the treatment, the skin looks smoother, 
firmer and more even immediately and for a long time. We will be happy to advise 
you on your choice of BDR treatments.

Fresh & Glow
Achieve perfect results in no time. Walk away with vibrant, fresh and evenly toned 
skin. Skin diagnosis, cleaning, scrum of enzymes, eyebrow correction, face mask, 
day care.

50 MINS €  99 ,00

Clear & Fresh
The purity of your skin, perfect results, rapidly restored vitality, relaxation and 
freshness. Skin diagnosis, cleaning, enzyme scrub, eyebrow correction, massages for 
face, neck, décolleté, face mask, day care.

75 MINS €  129,00



Cell Repair
The ideal BDR starter treatment to reinvigorate the skin. The massage is  
combined with concentrated serums and a firming neck or décolleté mask to  
revitalise the complexion. Skin diagnosis, cleaning, scrub essences, eyebrow 
correction, dermabrasion, cosmetical micro needling, serum, face mask, day care.

90 MINS €  179,00

Age Control
This effective treatment returns youth to mature skin and leaves it looking its best. 
The skin is visibly smoother, firmer and more elastic. Skin diagnosis, cleaning, scrub 
essences, eyebrow correction, dermabrasion, intensive cosmetical micro needling 
XL and XS, serum, face mask, day care.

120 MINS €  219,00

BDR Power Dynamic (Men only)
The Power Dynamic treatment is a powerful, intensive treatment that is ideal  
for today’s dynamic, successful and well-groomed man. This effective, targeted 
treatment delivers a fresh look, balances the skin tone and reveals natural energy. 
The face massage is like a workout for your skin. Skin diagnosis, cleaning, enzyme 
scrub, classic massage, face mask, day care.

75 MINS €  129,00

Please be aware that after a BDR treatment you should avoid the sun for at least 24 hours.

QMS Treatments
QMS Medicosmetics – for over 25 years the synonym for high quality and revo-
lutionary skin care from the founder and creator of the brand, Dr. med. Erich 
Schulte, double-accredited physician, plastic surgeon and cosmetic developer with 
an international reputation. „My vision was to develop a complete skin care system 
for rejuvenation, combining revolutionary techniques with the most valuable active 
ingredients“ (Erich Schulte, MD). 

Activator
Revitalizing facial treatment with immediate effect with skin-identical active 
ingredients such as high-quality collagen. Treatment steps: Cleansing, fruit acid, 
collagen boost, algae modelage, activating mask and final care.            

60 MINS €  139,00

Anti Aging Collagen
To strengthen and regenerate mature skin for the face, neck and décolleté. 
The treatment has a lifting and firming effect on tired and sagging skin. 
The skin structure is significantly refined and revitalized. Treatment steps: 
Cleansing, fruit acid, collagen boost, algae modelage, lift massage, hydro foam 
mask and final care.                

90 MINS €  179,00



MANICURE & PED ICURE 

At the Spa & Resort we dedicate ourselves to your hands and feet with pampering 
care rituals. Please note that we cannot offer medical foot care. 

Luxury Hand and Arm Treatment
Skin and nail care, sea salt scrub, mineral mask and an intensive massage  
with our Wellness hand balm.

90 MINS €  105,00

ADDIT IONALLY WITH POL ISH BY „NAILBERRY“ LONDON €  20 ,00

Foot and leg treatment
Soothing foot bath, skin and nail care, salt scrub, intensive massage  
and package with our nourishing foot balm.

90 MINS €  105,00

ADDIT IONALLY WITH POL ISH BY „NAILBERRY“ LONDON €  25 ,00

Classic Manicure

APPROX.  45  MINS €  75 ,00

ADDIT IONALLY WITH POL ISH BY „NAILBERRY“ LONDON €  20 ,00

Classic Pedicure

APPROX.  45  MINS €  75 ,00

ADDIT IONALLY WITH POL ISH BY „NAILBERRY“ LONDON €  25 ,00

For hygienic reasons you get the base coat used with you in addition.
Please note that we do not treat shellac or gel nails.

BEAUTY EXTRAS 

Eyes
Eyelash colour with eye moisturising pads € 25 ,00

Eyebrow colour € 19 ,00

Eyebrow correction € 15 ,00

Eyelash and eyebrow colour with eye moisturising pads  
and eyebrow correction € 49 ,00

Natural Depilation
Pandhy’s Natural Epilation System makes it possible to quickly and effectively 
remove body hair in the direction of growth. This patented technique is based on 
thousands of years of hair removal tradition using sugar paste. The product contains 
only natural ingredients and is free of chemicals. The sugar paste adapts to the skin’s 
exact temperature and penetrates deep into the pores. It cleans the skin gently and 
is able to remove even the finest hair.

Upper lip / face FROM € 19 ,00

Bikini or underarm area FROM € 35 ,00

Leg (until knee) FROM € 45 ,00

Whole leg FROM € 65 ,00

Back FROM € 55 ,00



HAIR  SPA 

We use products made by „La Biosthétique Paris“ and „I.C.O.N“.

Hair-Spa-Classics (S / M / L)
Wash, cut, blow dry or set (incl. setting lotion) € 74 ,00  /  €  84 ,00  /  €  94 ,00

Wash, blow dry or set (incl. setting lotion) € 44 ,00  /  €  54 ,00  /  €  64 ,00

Hair treatment FROM € 24 ,00

Scalp massage € 24 ,00

Wash, cut, blow dry men € 47 ,00

Dry cut men € 34 ,00

Clippers men € 27 ,00

Next Generation
Dry cut (ages 4 and under) € 20 ,00

Dry cut (ages 12 and under) € 30 ,00

Bangs cut € 12 ,00

Hair Spa Extras (S / M / L)
Demi-permanent hair colour € 47 ,00  /  €  57 ,00  /  €  67 ,00

Colour € 57 ,00  /  €  67 ,00  /  €  77 ,00

Foil highlights blond / multicolour
- Framing FROM € 67 ,00

- Half-head FROM € 84 ,00

- Full-head FROM € 104,00

PARTNER & PH ILOSOPHIES 

The BDR Beauty Defect Repair Intensive Therapy
Beauty Defect Repair is a combination of modern device technology and cosmetic 
dermatology serums used in a comforting skin care ritual. These special treatments 
are designed to go beyond the limits of classic facials. They are designed to visibly 
improve the complexion for tighter, firmer skin. Doctors use them to prepare for 
and follow up on aesthetic surgeries. After the treatment, the skin looks smoother, 
firmer and more balanced for a long time

Ligne St Barth – The Spirit of Nature
Ligne St Barth founders Birgit and Hervé Brin have brought the ancient and 
partially forgotten sun protection formulations of St Barthélemy’s original residents 
to life in their luxury natural skin care brand. The generations of wisdom and the 
founders’ high standards are ideally matched. Even today, the natural products 
– fresh fruits, plants, flowers and select oils – are processed according to their 
unique properties at the production facilities on an island in the Lesser Antilles. 
The bewitching fragrances of these products give each treatment a touch of the 
Caribbean.

Nailberry
Nailberry developed the L’Oxygéne range that delivers colour in a healthier 
manicure. The natural polishes repair the nails as well as making them stronger 
and allowing them to shine.

Kurland-Products – Pure Nature for the Most Versatile Spa Products
Instead of offering an arbitrary variety of products, the wellness pioneers at 
Haslauer, based in the German town of Mitterfelden near Salzburg, consistently 
developed their Kurland products from proven therapeutic approaches to gua-
rantee meaningful and effective use in the spa sector. High-quality oils, scrubs and 
body muds are complemented by stylish accessories and a range of foils and cloths.



Comfort Sugaring – Natural Depilation
Pandhy’s Natural Epilation System makes it possible to quickly and effectively 
remove body hair in the direction of growth. This patented technique is based on 
thousands of years of hair removal tradition using sugar paste. The product contains 
only natural ingredients and is free of chemicals.

La Biosthétique Paris – The Ultimate Haircare
The hair and scalp treatments by La Biosthétique are designed to meet the needs 
of each client’s hair and scalp. Select products are combined to create healthy 
hair with a lasting shine. Whether slicked back, curled or sprayed – the styles are 
literally endless. La Biosthétique finishing products are available in four different 
holds to keep every look perfect.

La Biosthétique Paris – Make up and hand-foot care.
For over 50 years, the brand has stood for a clear profile, quality products,  
innovation and the development of international beauty trends. 

Schupp
Made in Germany – more precisely in the Black Forest. Schupp offers an extensive 
range, including massage oils with nourishing and protective ingredients based on 
pure plant oils.

QMS Treatments
QMS Medicosmetics – for over 25 years the synonym for high quality and 
revolutionary skin care from the founder and creator of the brand, Dr. med. 
Erich Schulte, double-accredited physician, plastic surgeon and cosmetic 
developer with an international reputation. 



SPA & RESORT 

The entire Spa Team at Traube Tonbach would like to welcome you to our oasis. 
We have a few tips to share that will help you completely relax and enjoy our 
excellent service during your visit.

Hours
Our Spa & Resort is open Monday to Sunday from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm and 
the Hair Spa is open on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday from 10.00 am to 6.00 pm.

Appointments
You naturally wish to enjoy your treatment without feeling stressed or rushed. 
For this reason, we recommend that you arrive at the Spa Reception Desk  
10 minutes before your Traube Tonbach Spa experience. Please wear your bathrobe.

Prices
All prices are in euros and include VAT. We reserve the right to adjust our prices 
accordingly should there be an increase in VAT. With the publication of the new 
price list, the previous version becomes invalid. This price list is subject to altera-
tion. Traube Tonbach is not responsible for typographical errors. For our General 
Terms and Conditions, see www.traube-tonbach.de.

If you arrive late for your appointment, we cannot extend your treatment.  
Each treatment needs to be completed on time so as to avoid delays in subsequent 
appointments.

If you need to cancel your appointment, please let us know as soon as possible to 
allow us to offer the time slot to other guests. We will cancel your appointment 
free of charge up to no more than 48 hours prior to the start of your appointment. 
If you cancel the appointment later, and we are unable to book this time slot with 
another treatment, we will charge you 80 % of the treatment price.

We appreciate your understanding.




